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Alabama based, Floodgate gives you a mature brand of Christian Rock with driving guitars and distinct

southern flair. Two and three part harmonies abound with uncompromised lyrics and an unmistakeable

message. 10 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, ROCK: Modern Rock Details: Birmingham,

Alabama based Floodgate, has been ministering to people around the southeast since 1998. Their music

is a mature brand of Rock which rides solidly upon the guitar wizardry of veteran lead guitarist, Taz

Turner, and the vocal eloquence of Scott Smith and Jason Flebotte. Their songs use Biblically based

lyrics that inspire and challenge Christians, and share the good news of Jesus Christ to non-Christians,

as well. Their songs include driving rock, moving ballads, as well as acoustic praise and worship songs.

Floodgate uses two lead vocalists, which gives each song a unique sound. Being from the South, the

music inherits a slight southern flavor that is evident from the vocals to the guitars. Under the production

prowess of veteran rocker Marc Phillips (founder of MCA supergroup, Hotel, in 1979 and had 5 Billboard

Top 100 hits), Floodgate released their first CD, entitled "Are You Ready?" in May of 2002. With the

release of "Are You Ready", Floodgate garnered the attention from Alabamas largest Christian radio

station, WDJC 93.7FM, who named the band their local artist of the month for May of 2002. Their power

worship ballad, "More Love", received significant airplay and still resides in their "praise and worship"

rotation. Floodgate's sophmore CD, "Hero", is also produced by Marc Phillips and was released in June of

2004. This CD is vastly different from their debut CD, with a more driving sound and deeper lyrics. Two

tracks on the CD have already received airplay at several radio stations. Floodgate spends their

weekends around the southeastern United States, performing at churches, youth retreats, christian

concerts, and outdoor music festivals.
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